Speakers for Weston Turville u3a General Meetings
July 2022– January 2023
28 July 2022 – Rugby Club – Hog Roast
No Speaker

25 August 2022 – Rugby Club
A Regional Speaker - The National Arboretum

22 September 2022 – Rugby Club
The History of the Silver Screen – Tony Earle
Through the ages people have dreamed of moving pictures culminating in
elaborate Victorian slide shows. It was not until the 1880's that 'Movies' arrived.
From those early days to modern time. Illustrated Talk with film clips and
audience amusement.

27 October 2022 – Rugby Club
The RNLI “it’s not all at sea” – Colin Brown
The presentation explains how the modern RNLI continues to provide the world’s
finest marine rescue service entirely funded by voluntary contribution and
predominantly using volunteer crew. The PowerPoint presentation includes short
video clips, pictures and sound to ensure you obtain the very best
understanding of RNLI operations, equipment and training reinforced with stories
of real rescues.

24 November 2022 – Rugby Club
'Secrets, Sex, Scandal and Salacious Gossip of the Royal Court, 1660 to 1830'
– Sarah Slater
Sarah delivers this talk in one of her beautiful costumes and talks about all the
naughty bits of history you would probably not have learnt about at school! She

discusses royal mistresses, prostitution, sexual diseases of the time and the
methods used to prevent SDTs and unwanted pregnancies. Warning, this talk is
not for the prude, it is fun but rude!

22 December 2022
NO MEETING IN DECEMBER
2023

26 January 2023 – Rugby Club
The Most Heroic Failure of Modern time – Shackleton’s Antarctic - Jeremy Holmes

When Ernest Shackleton set off to cross the Antarctic for the first time in 1914 he
was already a celebrated explorer, but his ship quickly got trapped and then
crushed in the ice. He and his crew camped for months on the ice with only
rudimentary supplies, until he decided to sail a lifeboat 750 miles to South
Georgia – a feat never before attempted. Arriving exhausted they had to climb a
mountain range before eventually finding a remote whaling station and ultimately
returning to rescue their comrades. Sharckleton's leadership became the stuff of
legend; and this talk explains why.

